
 
 
FORGED CARBON (FW2021) COLLECTION:  
AN EXCLUSIVE HIGH-TECHNOLOGY MATERIAL FOR HIGH-ELEGANCE AND HIGH-INTELLIGENCE 
 
“Technology is one of the greatest symptoms of human intelligence. Even when we use the highest technologies, we are 
still working as craftsmen. This is my definition of Honesty.”   Philippe Starck   
 
Less material for greater intelligence, this is how the Philippe Starck imagines objects, highlighting the essential, extracting 
the structural minimum of every object, using high technologies and sciences to offer creations that bring Human as close 
as possible to Nature. 
 
The STARCK BIOTECH PARIS FALL WINTER 2021 collection is a celebration of innovative and high-quality materials. The 
new BIOLINK® collection proudly introduces exclusive forged carbon fiber styles. Typically used in hi-tech industries such 
as automotive, sports and aeronautics, the forged carbon offers unrivalled technical qualities, strength, and lightness. 
 
BIOLINK® COLLECTION 
 

At the heart of the BIOLINK® collection remains the innovative and patented BIOLINK® technology, featured on every 
frame. BIOLINK® is a biomechanical articulation that is inspired by the human micro-clavicle. Just like the shoulder, it 
shares the same 360° multidirectional freedom of movement.  This unique hinge ensures maximum comfort and flexibility. 
 
The FALL WINTER 2021 BIOLINK® collection features forged carbon fiber models together with bio-acetate styles. 
The new forged carbon models introduce a step ahead towards resistance and performance while being extremely 
lightweight. The new styles present a new modern aesthetic thanks to the random pattern made of chopped carbon 
fibers, an exclusive conception with a subtle elegance thank to the invisible lens fitting system. The heat-sensitive temples 
ensure a perfect fit and universal fitting. 
 
The new BIOLINK ® collection is also a celebration of pure line and sustainability presenting 3 new styles entirely made of 
sustainable acetate. For the first time bio-based materials turn into STARCK BIOTECH PARIS collection produced from 
Mazzuchelli’s bio acetate styles produced from 67% of renewable resources for a minimum environmental impact 
embodying Philippe Starck’s personal commitment to the future via his vision of sustainable design that helps human 
being to live in harmony with Nature. 
 
“Ecology is life, ecology is not a question, Ecology is the answer for Life” - Philippe Starck 
 
SPHERE® COLLECTION 
 

SPHERE® is a new revolutionary and exclusive articulation, connecting ultrathin titanium temples and injected front in 
exclusive High-Tech polymer Gravity Evo®. Thanks to its minimalistic conception without screws nor soldering, the Sphere 
technology allows an organic freedom of movement and a unique lightness. 
 
The FALL/WINTER 2021 SPHERE® Collection introduces 3 new styles displaying the second generation of the SPHERE® 
hinge, with the articulation placed on the temples allowing an extreme lightness and maximum comfort. 
 
From the retro inspired pantos style to the timeless Starck’s rectangular one, the new models explore a new design 
expression with a milled polyamide front paired with injected temples 
 



 
 
 

BIOLINK 
collection 

 
SH1043YY 

 

As a tribute of the SH1043, the SH1043YY presents full forged carbon front and temples 
with unique pattern shades. The unique geometry of the metal nose structure allows a 
universal fitting for all type of faces. The adjustable temples and the Biolink® hinge 
technology, inspired by the human micro-clavicle, allow a universal fitting and comfort 

BIOLINK 
collection 

 
SH3073Y 

 

The SH3073Y is a full rim rectangular style with color contrast finishing. Made of 
adjustable forged carbon fiber temples and the unique geometry of the metal nose 
structure allow universal fitting. It features the Biolink® hinge technology, inspired by 
the human micro-clavicle, for 360° flexibility. 

BIOLINK 
collection 

 
SH2063T 

 

Made in Japan Titanium, the streamlined SH2063T features milled rims with subtle 
bevels, handmade bio-acetate temples and the gyroscopic nose pads system. The 
Biolink® hinge technology, inspired by the human micro-clavicle, offers 360° flexibility. 

BIOLINK 
collection 

 0SH3075 
  

 

Retro inspired vintage style, the SH3075 is a classical panthos model with a vintage 
keyhole bridge made entirely of Mazzuchelli’s bio-based acetate. The unique geometry 
of the metal nose structure allows a universal fitting for all type of faces. It features the 
Biolink® hinge technology, inspired by the human micro-clavicle, for 360° flexibility. 
 
 

SPHERE 
collection 

SH2060T 

 

Retro inspired timeless pantos style, the SH2060T presents ultralightweight front 
paired with injected temples. it features new transparent colors shades and the new 
Sphere hinge, with no screws nor soldering, located on the temples for maximum 
comfort and flexibility. 

 


